
CÁPITA
Smart finance planning made easy



CÁPITA

Make investment decisions in their everyday lives.

Prepare financially for projects such as getting
married, buying a house, investing in a vehicle, or
stocks. 

The application will provide users with accurate and
personalized information based on their
investment needs and preferences.

This app is an AI-powered financial assistant that helps
people:

 



CÁPITA

Financial organization: Easily track and categorize all
of your expenses and income in one place.

Personalized insights: Insights and recommendations
based on your spending habits and financial goals.

Investment advice: Make informed investment
decisions by providing expert advice and
recommendations tailored to your investment profile.

Easy budgeting: Budgeting, simple and effortless by
providing a clear overview of your spending and helping
you set achievable financial goals.



Impact

Better manage their finances. 
Personalized budgets
Expense tracking
Payment alerts
Reminders of bill due dates. 
Overall improving their financial
health.

Improvement of Financial Health: 

A financial assistance application can
provide tools and resources to help
people:



Impact

Feeling more in control of their finances
 Making informed decisions.

Reduction of Financial Stress: 

 A financial assistance application can help
reduce stress by providing clear and helpful
information about a person's finances:



Impact

Reduce the time managing their finances 
Automating tasks, such as tracking
expenses and creating budgets.

Time Savings:
 

Financial management can be a tedious and
time-consuming task. 
A financial assistance application can help:

Promotion of Financial Education: 
 

A financial assistance application can be a
valuable tool for promoting financial education. 
The application can help people learn more about
how to better manage their money.



App Functionality
Simplified 

User set goals and
investment
preferences

AI will then based on the
infromation creat an advise

plan for the user follow

User must feed the AI with its financial
information for it to help maintain the

goals 

User will fail to
finish objectives an
AI will create a new
method for user to

follow

User will
complete its

goals

How It Works Finance Helper AI
First Steps

Sign up and Username
creation 

Safety verification and
identity confirmation

Is the user identity verified?

Yes

Create password
and finalized 

sign up 

No

Account denied

Create password
and finalized 

sign up 

Step 1:
Personal Finances inquiry 

Are all the questions
answered?

Step 2:
Goals and Objectives

Inquiry

Are all the questions
answered?

Step 3:
Answers confirmation

Are all the questions
answered?

App tutorial and mascot
introduction

User is free to operate 
the app

End of chart

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No No



Major tools



TAM

SAM

SOM

Market Size (USA BASED)

Total Addressable 
Market

Serviceable Available 
Market

Serviceable Obtainable
Market

TAM SAM SOM

The global Fintech Market is valued at USD 133.84 Billion in the year 2022 and is projected to reach
a value of USD 556.58 Billion by the year 2030. The Global Market is expected to grow exhibiting a

Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 19.50% over the forecast period.

133.84 
Billions

79.41 
Billions

46.74 
Billions

Data provided by: vantage market research



Target

About Needs

Personality

David is a middle-aged adult who is concerned
about his financial stability. As a father of two
children and a husband, he understands the
importance of maintaining a solid budget and
ensuring that his expenses are under control.

Pain PointsDavid Ackerman
Financial Stress
Difficulty in Budgeting
Rising Costs
Lack of Knowledge about Cost-
Saving Strategies

Financial Security
Effective Budgeting Tools
Cost-Saving Strategies
Family-Oriented Financial
Planning

Responsible
Organized 
Goal-oriented
Practical

Small Business Owner



Dependencies:
Partner
Offspring
Mascots

Responsabilities
Rent
Groseries

Debts
Mortgage 
Credit card

Profesion:
Student 
Associate degree
Bachelor degree
Master degree

Responsabilities &
dependencies 

 
Name
Age
Where do you live
Civil status

Single
Maried
Its complicated

Profesion:
Student 
Associate degree
Bachelor degree
Master degree

Financial experience
Primary job
Crypto
Ecomerce
Dropshipping

Bio infromation
 

Input information

Investment:
Stocks
Crypto
Commodities 

Goals
New House
New Car
Health

Recreation
Hobbies
Food & drinks
Entertainment 

Financial Education:
Crypto
Ecomerce
Dropshipping

Objectives and
growth

 



USER INTERFACE / EDGE DEVISE

PHONE

TABLET

ANALIZE
RESPONABILITIES

RETIREMENT
CALCULATOR

FINANCIAL
OBJECTIVES
CREATION

DEBT
PLANIFICATION

RECREATION
EVALUATOR

FEATURES:

CÁPITA

USER

DISPLAY

FINANCIAL ADVICE

OBJECTIVES
PLANIFICATION

DEBT PAYMENT
PLAN

FINANCE
EDUCATION

RECREATION
MANAGEMENT

OUTPUT:

 

 

CLOUD COMPUTING DISPLAY STAGE
PHYSICAL STAGE VISTUAL STAGE

Operational flowchart

INPUT



UX Design









Future features MVP

The user will be able to create new financial objectives, in which the user
will be able to select options from major purchases (Buy a home, vehicle,
travel) to investments (stocks, new business, savings). Objectives will be
able be one-time use or recurrent objectives.  

Pursue financial Objectives
 

From paying up an existing debt to taking a new one, the AI will help the
user with a structured and healthy plan of payment, while giving you
advice on said debt and its handling. 

Debt planification
 

Our everyday recurrent expenses, rent, gas, life insurance, and more, the
app will help you keep track of each and advise you on how to handle
them. Subscriptions will also be added as a way to track user expenses. 

Analyze Responsabilities
 



Future features MVP

The user can ask for advice, and Cápita will always evaluate the
context, financial ideology, and responsibilities of the user for
giving the best advice!

Always in your context
 

As a person, recreation is the most important part of our lives to
keep both body and mind healthy. The AI will help you
understand better how you spend your resources in each
activity, planning a healthy way to spend in each and still
maintain financial growth as each user see fit. 

Recreation evaluator
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